INTRODUCTION
In this paper we shall be concerned with existence and uniqueness of solutions of certain types of boundary value problems for third order equations. However, in order to relate our results to previous work in this area, we formulate the problems in terms of equations of arbitrary order. Thus, stated in such terms, we shall be concerned with boundary value problems of the following types: y(G) = f(X, y, y',..., y'"-1') (
yci)(xj) = cij , 1 < j < k, 0 < i < mi -1, where 2 < k < n, x, < x, < ... < xk, mj > 1, and &, mj = n. We will call such problems k-point boundary value problems.
It is well known that, if (1) is linear, the uniqueness of solutions of a particular k-point boundary value problem implies the existence of solutions of that problem for any assignment of the boundary values cij . In the past several years it has been shown that under suitable conditions some results of this type are valid for nonlinear equations. The question considered has been whether the uniqueness of solutions of all n-point boundary value problems for (1) implies the existence of solutions of all n-point problems. Specifically, suppose that Eq. (1) satisfies the hypotheses:
(A> f(x, ~1, yz ,.-.> YJ is continuous on (a, b) x R", (B) All solutions of all initial value problems for (1) extend to (a, b), and (C) For any a < X, < x2 < ... < x, < b and any solutionsy,(x), ya(x) of (l), the equalities yr(xj) = ya(xj) for 1 < j < n imply that y,(x) = ya(x) on [x1 , xpE]. With these hypotheses does it then follow that all n-point boundary value problems for (1) on (a, b) do have solutions ? In 1967 Lasota and Opial [l] established an affirmative answer for equations of order n = 2. In 1971 Jackson and Schrader [2] p roved that the answer is also yes for equations of order n = 3. Hartman [5] and Klaasen [6] have proven that the answer is yes for all n > 4 if, in addition to the hypotheses (A), (B), and (C), Eq. (1) is assumed to satisfy a compactness condition on solutions. This condition can be formulated in the following way: For any compact subinterval [c, d] C (a, b) an an se d y q uencc of solutions (Ye} of (1) which is uniformly bounded on [c, d] there is a subsequence {ylc,(x)> such that (y$)(x)} converges uniformly on each compact subinterval of (a, b) for each 0 < i < n -1. For equations of orders n = 2 and n = 3 this compactness condition is a consequence of hypotheses (A), (B), and (C).
In 1958 E&man [3] proved that, if (1) satisfies hypotheses (A) and (B) with initial value problems having unique solutions and if all n-point boundary value problems on (a, b) for (1) do have solutions which are unique, then it follows that all k-point boundary value problems on (a, b), 2 < k < n -1, do have solutions which are unique. For linear differential equations there has been considerable study of converses of this result. That is, if a certain class of k-point boundary value problems for (1) have unique solutions on (a, b), does it follow that n-point boundary value problems have unique solutions on (a, b) ? In 1960 in one of the first such results Azbelev and Tsalyuk [4] proved that, if (1) is a linear third order equation and if all two-point boundary value problems have unique solutions on (a, A), then all three-point boundary value problems have unique solutions on (a, b). In 1965 Sherman [9] proved the validity of the corresponding result for linear equations of arbitrary order.
In this paper we prove that the theorem of Azbelev and Tsalyuk is valid for some nonlinear third order equations. We prove the following theorem. THEOREM 
Assume that equation
Yl" = f(x, Y7 Y', Y7 satis-es thefollowing hypotheses: (A) f (x, y1 , yz , y3) is continuous on (a, b) x R3, (B) All solutions of all initial value problems for (2) extend to (a, b), and (D) For any a < x1 < x, < b and any solutions y&c), y&c) of (2) the equalities yl(xj) = y2(xj) for j = 1,2 along with either of the equalities yl'(xl) = yi(xl) or ye =yi(xJ imply thut yl(x) 5 y%(x) on [xl, x2]. Then it follows that (2) satisfies (C), that is, for any a < xl < x2 < xg < b and any so~utio~s yl(x), yz(x) of (2) the equaZities yl(xj) = y&J for j = 1, 2, and 3 imply that Yl(4 = Y&4 on [Xl > %I. 5Q5/13/3-3
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
We will need the following Lemma from [2] which establishes the compactness condition referred to previously for solutions of (2). LEMMA 1. Assume that (2) satisjes hypotheses (A), (B), and (D). Then, if {yk(x)} is a sequence of solutions of (2) for all x # x1 in (a, b). For each n > 1 let E, = {X 1 x2 < x < xs and y,(x) < z(x)}.
It is not difficult to see that it follows from our hypotheses that the sets E, must be nonnull for each n > 1. Thus, E,,, C E, C (x2 , x3) for each n > 1 and each E, is nonnull and compact. It follows that nfl E, = E # ,@ . Next we observe that the set E consists of a single point x0 with xg < x, < x, . In fact, if tl , t, E E with x2 < tl < t, < xs , then the same type of argument that one uses to show that the foregoing sets E, are nonnull leads to the conclusion that the interval [tl , tz] must be contained in E. However, [tl , t2] C E implies that the sequence {Ye} is uniformly bounded on [tl , t,] which contradicts Lemma 1. Thus, we conclude that E = {x,,> with x2 < x,, < xg and Ii%,, Ye = y0 < x(x0). Now we claim this is not possible. First, assume y0 = z(x,,). Then for each E > 0, sufficiently small, there is a solution z(x; E) of (2) such that on kfi , x& Such a solution z@; e}, where E is chosen so that ,+x0 ; e) = z$qJ -E > y(~~), can be used in place of x(x) in defining the sets @!&J with respect ta the given sequence of solutions ~y~~~)~. Then as previously, it would hilow that each of these sets would be nonnull which is ~~ossib~~~
The remaining possibility is that y(q) < y. < x(qJ. In this case, since the line segment consisting of the points with coordinates ay{~~(~~) + (1 -a) .zf(a'+g)> where i = 0, 3, and 2, and 0 < X < 1 is a connected subset of Rs7 there is a ho ) 0 < X0 < 1, and a sohxtictn yfq ha) of (2) This is the saxne contmdictor~ situation as the case y@ = z&J ~o~id~~~~ previousiy, From this firraE contradiction we conclude that ye < x{z~) is i~~~o~ibl~ a~$, therefore, Eq. (2) must sat&@ the condition (C). ~rnb~lg 'Theorem 1 with results from [2] we obtain the fo~o~~~~ existence them-em fur s~futio~s of (Z), Theorem 1 is useful for establishing comparison theorems for third order equations since it allows one to consider only two-point boundary value problems. Finally, assume that id% Y1-Y2 P 3 -22 T Wl -w2> s f(% Yl 9 Xl 7 Wl) -f(% Y2 9 z2 > w2) 2 h(x, ~1 -yyz, ~1 -~2, ~1 -eo,),
for all points (x, yI , x1 , WJ and (x, yz , x2 , w*) in (a, 6) x R3 with yI 3 y2 . Then all three-point and all two-point boundary value problems for Eq. (2) have unique solutions on (a, 6).
Proof. We prove that under the conditions of the theorem two-point boundary value problems for Eq. (2) h ave at most one solution on (a, 6). In this case Theorems 2 and 3 can be applied to draw the desired conclusion.
To be specific assume that (2) has distinct solutions y(x) and z(x) such that for points a < x, < x2 < 6, we have z(xJ = y(xl), z'(x~) = y'(xr), and x(x2) = y(xJ but Z(X) f y(x) on [x1 , x2]. Since we have assumed solutions of initial value problems for (2) are unique, we can assume ~(4 > 44 on (~1 T x2). Then setting w(x) = y(x) -z(x) and applying the first inequality in (5) we obtain w"(x) t g(x, w(x), w'(x), w"(x)> (6) on [x1, xa] with w(xr) = w'(xJ = w(xa) = 0 and w(x) > 0 on (x1, x2). However, it follows from the conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) and results on differential inequalities established in [7] that a function w(x) satisfying (6) on [x1, x2] and w(xJ = w'(xI) = w(xJ = 0 must satisfy w(x) < 0 on [Xl F 2 x ]. From this contradiction we conclude that the foregoing type of two-point boundary value problem for (2) has at most one solution. Similarly, using the other part of inequality (5), we can show that the other type of two-point boundary value problem for (2) has at most one solution. This completes the proof of the theorem: Theorem 3 can be applied when the function f(x, y, y', y") in Eq. (2) satisfies a Lipschitz condition with respect to the variables y, y', y". In this case the functions g and h are constructed by using the Lipschitz conditions as in [8, p. 3481. 
